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Abstract: In this paper, experimental ionization energies are used to determine algebraic equations whose solutions 
approximate relativistic quantum mechanical estimates of average atomic radii. These algebraic equations are 
nonlinear and are solved on a digital computer by Newton’s method. Pairing is an essential element in the formulation. 
1. Introduction 
Direct quantum mechanical calculation of orbital radii, i.e., of maximal radial charge densi- 
ties, of ground state atoms requires sophisticated and relatively complex approximations and 
techniques [3,4]. When relativistic effects are included, as will be allowed here, the direct 
quantum mechanical approach requires relativistic eigenfunctions, Slater’s free-electron ap- 
proximation for exchange, Latter’s correction for self-interaction, and a final interpolation 
procedure [4]. 
In this paper, we will develop a simple algebraic method for achieving such approximations. 
Experimental ionization energies will be used to derive an appropriate algebraic energy equation, 
whose solution leads directly to the desired radius for first or second ring electrons. Pairing will 
be an essential concept in the formulation and the results will be compared with those of others 
[3,41. 
Because we have hopes of extending our methodology to dynamical problems, a nonstandard 
coordinate system, which does not yield underflow or overflow in calculations with relatively 
large steps, will be introduced in the next section, along with the basic force and energy 
formulas. 
2. Force formulas and ionization energies 
Nuclei and electrons in atoms will be thought of simplistically as point source particles. 
Hence, given n particles P,, i = 1, 2,. . . , n, let m, and e, be the mass and charge, respectively, of 
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P,. In gram units for mass and esu units for charge 
electron mass = (9.1085) lo-*‘, (2.1) 
proton mass = (1.6724) 10-24, (2.2) 
electron charge = ( -4.80286) lo-“, (2.3) 
proton charge = (4.80286) 10-i’. (2.4) 
Next, at any time t, measured in seconds, let particle P, be located at r, = (xi, yi, 2,). 
measured in centimeters, and have velocity 
u=(u 1.J ’ u;,~, u;,,) = (dx,/dt, dy;/dt, dz,/dt). 
If two distinct particles Pi and P, are given to be unpaired, then the force ej on P, due to P, 
is assumed to be coulombic, so that 
eiej r/l 
F,j=y-, 
ri, r, j 
(2.5) 
where 5, is the vector from P, to P,. On the other hand, if Pi and Pj are given to be paired, then 
the force F,j on P, due to P, is assumed to be of the form 
eie~ '/i 
F,=-- 
r*+a rlj ’ a > 0, 
IJ 
(2.6) 
where (Y is a small, positive parameter which compensates for such effects as electron spin and 
magnetic interaction. The total force F, on P, due to all other particles is defined by 
F, = c ‘“;/. (2.7) 
j-1 
jti 
Because we will require digital computer techniques, and because related calculations can yield 
underflow and overflow readily, we now rescale as follows. Set 
R, = (X,, r,, 2;) = lO”r, = lO’*(x;, y,, z;), (2.8) 
M, = 10*%?ri, (2.9) 
Ei = lO”e,/4.80286, (2.10) 
T = lO’*t. (2.11) 
In the new variables, then, 
M(eIectron) = 9.1085, (2.12) 
M(proton) = 16 724, (2.13) 
E (electron) = - 1, (2.14) 
E (proton) = 1, (2.15) 
v, = dR,/dT= lo-“0, = lo-” dr;/dt, (2.16) 
while (2.5) yields 
ej= 
(4.80286)*104E, E, Rj, 
RfJ Rij 
(2.17) 
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and,(2.6) yields 
4, = 
i 
(4.80286)‘104E,E, 
Rf, 
The potential y, associated with (2.17) is 
y, = (4.80286)*10-~E,E;/~,, 
while that associated with (2.18) is 
y, = 
(4.80286)210-8E,E, lo’“* 
% (1 + a)R:, 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
3. Average first ring radii of hydrogen, helium and lithium 
In order to demonstrate the details of the methodology, in this section we will consider only 
hydrogen, helium and lithium. The atoms through calcium will be considered in the next section 
by means of a general mathematical formula. 
We will require the total ionization energy E for the first ring of each atom to be considered. 
For hydrogen, this is, of course, the energy of a single electron. For all other atoms, this is the 
sum of two ionization energies, one for each electron in the first ring. These total energies [5] are 
given in Table 1. 
Let P, represent the H nucleus and P2 the electron. P, and Pz are assumed to be unpaired. 
Then, from Table 1, it follows that the total energy of H is given by 
- (21.780)10-‘* = 4 m,uf + +m2uf + eie,/r,*. (3.1) 
In X, Y, 2, T variables, (3.1) is equivalent to 
-(21.780)10-4 = +,I’-,Z + fM,V;” + (4.80286)2E,E2,‘R,2. (3.2) 
Because of the relatively large mass of P,, we assume V, = 0, so that (3.2) reduces to 
- (21 .780)10-4 = )M,V’; - (4.80286)2/R,2. (3.3) 
Next, let R, be the maximum distance 1 P,P2 1, so that for R,, = R, one has V, = 0. Thus, (3.3) 
reduces further to 
-(21.780)10-4 = - (4.80286)‘/R.,. (3.4) 
The solution of (3.4) is 
R, = 10591. (3.5) 
The average distance R is then given by 
R = +R, = 5296, (3.6) 
or, in xyz coordinates, 
r = 0.5296 ..k. (3.7) 
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Table 1 
Average first ring radii 
Element 
number 
n 
Element Total ionizations energy E 
for the first ring 
electrons (multiply by 
lo-‘* for ergs) 
Q.M. average 
radius (A) 
Algebraic average 
radius (A) 
1 H 21.780 0.53 0.5296 
2 He 126.377 0.291 0.2867 
3 Li 318.907 0.186 0.1855 
4 Be 593.575 0.138 0.1384 
5 B 960.315 0.110 0.1095 
6 C 1412.738 0.091 0.0907 
7 N 1952.519 0.078 0.0774 
8 0 2579.692 0.068 0.0675 
9 F 3295.398 0.060 0.0598 
10 Ne 4098.007 0.054 0.0537 
11 Na 4988.415 - 0.0488 
12 Mg 5966.737 - 0.0446 
13 Al 7033.140 - 0.0411 
14 Si 8187.782 - 0.0382 
15 P 9430.855 - 0.0356 
16 S 10762.535 - 0.0333 
17 Cl 12.183.054 - 0.0313 
18 Ar 13 692.634 - 0.0290 
19 K 15 291.480 _ 0.0280 
20 Ca 16 979.886 - 0.0265 
The result (3.6) is recorded in Table 1, as is the quantum mechanical average radius. Note that, 
to three significant digits, these are identical. 
Consider next helium. Let P, be the nucleus and Pz, P3 the two inner ring electrons. Assume 
that P, is at (0, 0, 0) and has negligible speed. Assume that P2, P3 are arranged symmetrically 
about P, at (Ri2, 0, O), ( -R,,, 0, O), where R,, > 0. Assume that Pz, P3 are paired and that P, 
is not paired with either of Pz or P3. (Indeed, pairing will be considered throughout only for 
electrons.) 
It is now necessary to fix the parameter (Y in (2.6). A choice which is convenient, at present, 
and which proved to be superior to all other choices studied is 
a=$. (3.9) 
The energy equation, in general, is then 
- (126.377)10-4 = +(9.1085)( V2’ + V;) + (4.80286)2 
(3.10) 
into which substituting (3.9) yields 
- (126.377)IO-4 = +(9.1085)( Vz’ + V;) + (4.80286)2 - + + y2;;z;;; . (3.11) 
12 
I 
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Assume next that R, = max R,,, so that R,, = 2 R m and I’, = V3 = 0. Then, (3.11) reduces to 
- (126.377)10-4 = (4.80286)2 - + + 
[ 
*‘1251199 1 m (RJR,)“” ’ (3.12) 
Equation (3.12) is equivalent to 
40000( Rm)1’32 - (5.4785822)( R,)( R,,,)“32 - 11251.199 = 0. (3.13) 
To solve (3.13), consider first 
F( R,) = 40000( R,,,)“32 - (5.4785822)( R,)( R,)“32 - 11251.199, 
from which it follows that 
(3.14) 
F’( R,) = 
1 
(32)( R,)3”32 
[40000 - (180.8)RJ. (3.15) 
Now, R, > 0, so that F’( R,) = 0 if an only if 
R, = 221.239. (3.16) 
However, F(0) = - 11252, F(221.239) > 0 and lim,,,, _m F( R,) -c 0, so that (4.13) has exactly 
two real roots, one in the interval 0 < R, < 221.239 and the other in the interval 221.239 < R, < 
co. We choose the larger of these roots which, by Newton’s method is R, = 5374. Thus the 
average radius R = 4 R m is 
R, = 2867, (3.17) 
or, equivalently, 
r = 0.2867 A. (3.18) 
This, and the quantum mechanical estimate 0.291 A are recorded in Table 1. It should be noted 
that, in all of Table 1, (3.17) has the greatest deviation from the corresponding quantum 
mechanical estimate. 
Next, let us examine the inner ring electrons of lithium. As in the case of helium, let P, be the 
nucleus and P2, P3 the electrons of the first ring. Assume that P, is at (0, 0, 0) and has negligible 
speed. Assume that P2, P3 are arranged symmetrically about P, at (R,,, 0; 0), (-R,,, 0, 0). 
Assume also that P2, P3 are paired, with QI defined by (3.9). In analogy with (3.11), the energy 
equation now is 
- (318.907)10-4 = +(9.1085)( V-2’ + V,z) + (4.80286)2 - + + 2’2995138 . (3.19) 
12 R23R;<32 1 
If R, is the maximum value of R,,, so that V, = V, = 0 when R,, = R,, then (3.19) implies 
- (318.907)10-4 = (4.80286)2 1’1251199 1 (R,,)(R,)'/" ' 
or, equivalently, 
60000( R,,)“32 - (13.824969)( R,)( Rm)“32 - 11251.119 = 0. (3.20) 
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As for (3.13) Newton’s method applies easily to (3.20) to yield the larger of the two real roots 
to be R, = 3710. The average radius R = f R m is then 
R = 1855, 
or, equivalently, 
r = 0.1855 
which is recorded in 
(3.21) 
A (3.22) 
the Table along with the quantum mechanical estimate 0.186 A. 
4. Beryllium through calcium 
The derivations of (3.13) for helium and (3.20) for lithium lead directly to the following 
general formula for the maximum radius R, of the inner ring electrons for all atoms except 
hydrogen: 
(20000)( n)( R,)“32 - E 
(4.80286)2 
(R,)( R,)“32 - 11251.119 = 0. (4.1) 
In (4.1), n is the atomic number of the atom and E is the total first ring ionization energy listed 
in Table 1. Using formula (4.1) and Newton’s method, as described for helium and lithium in 
Section 3, the average R for all elements through calcium were calculate readily and are recorded 
in Table 1. The algebraic estimates are almost identical to the quantum mechanical ones. In 
angstrom units, the agreement is, in general, to three decimal places. 
It might be noted that the algebraic results given in Table 1 are more refined than those 
determined previously using only handcalculator methodology [l]. 
5. Approximation for alpha as a distribution function 
Proceeding as in Sections 3 and 4 does not work for the second ring electrons. The reason is 
that cr cannot be constant for all possible cases of paired electrons. Indeed, the greater the 
distance between two paired electrons, the closer OL should be to zero. Our first problem, then, is 
to deduce a formula for CY which reduces, approximately, to & (= 0.03125) for the inner ring 
electrons. To do this, let us reconsider formula (4.1) for first ring electrons in the more general 
form 
- E(10-4) = (4.80286)*[ -n/R + lO’**/(l + CY)(~R)'+"] . (5.1) 
Let D be the maximal distance between the electrons, let R, be the maximal distance from an 
electron to the nucleus, and let R be the average distance from an electron to the nucleus. Then 
D=2Rm=4R. (5.2) 
Using (5.2) readily implies that (5.1) reduces to (4.1) if (Y = A. However, if one were to substitute 
values of n, E and R from Table 1 into (5.1), then one could solve for 01 by Newton’s method. 
Proceeding in this fashion, using the quantum mechanical entries for the active elements only, 
since these bond readily and can yield atomic radii via experimental methodology, we find the 
values of cx which are in Table 2. These values are all in the range (Y - &. 
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Table 2 
Refined estimates for alpha 
Element 
number 
n 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Element 
Li 
Be 
B 
C 
N 
0 
F 
Total ionization 
energy E for the 
first ring elec- 
trons (multiply 
by lo-” for ergs) 
318.907 
593.575 
960.315 
1412.738 
1952.519 
2579.692 
3295.398 
D R cx 
7440 1860 0.03040 
5520 1380 0.03247 
4400 1100 0.02850 
3640 910 0.02900 
3120 780 0.02497 
2720 680 0.02447 
2400 600 0.02856 
A graph of the alphas in Table 2 against R, together with the knowledge that (Y goes to zero as 
R goes to infinity, suggests that cx can be expressed reasonably as a function of R by a curve of 
the form 
a = a e-b(R-c)‘e 
The fit we chose was 
ff = (3.075)10-* e -(1.2112)10-‘(R-1860) 9 
or, equivalently, 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
6. Average second ring radii of lithium, beryllium and boron 
In approximating the average radii of second ring electrons, we will use the following rules. 
All electron-electron interactions will be included. Alpha for unpaired electrons will always be 
zero. Alpha for paired electrons will be determined, whenever possible, from Table 2, and by 
extrapolation using (5.3) or (5.4) in all other cases. Algebraic energy equations will always be 
derived using maximal first and second ring radii simultaneously, so that the total kinetic energy 
will be zero. Electron configuration patterns will be chosen in such a fashion that a system of 
only three nonlinear equations need be solved. However, the complexities of dealing with more 
than three equations will be illustrated in Section 7, for carbon, where we will deal with a system 
of four equations. 
Let us consider, then, lithium. For convenience, Table 3 lists the total ionization energies [5] 
and estimated quantum mechanical second ring radii [4] for the atoms Li-Ne. Thus, for Li we 
have a total ionization energy of (325.977)10-l2 
average radius of 1.586 A. 
erg and an estimated quantum mechanical 
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Table 3 
Average radii of second ring electrons 
n Element Total ionization 
energy for first 
and second ring 
electrons (multi- 
iply by lo-‘* for 
ergs) 
Quantum mech. 
radius 0 
in A 
Algebraic 
average 
radius in A 
3 Li 325.977 1.586 1.5893 
4 Be 639.421 1.040 1.0154 
5 B 1074.89 0.771 0.7356 
6 C 1650.189 0.608 0.5932 
7 N 2380.618 0.501 0.4946 
8 0 3274.158 0.426 0.4199 
9 F 4350.704 0.370 0.3575 
10 Ne 5625.498 0.327 0.3161 
In XYZ coordinates, as shown in Fig. 1, consider an electron configuration pattern for Li. The 
nucleus P, is at the origin and electrons P2, P3, P4 are located at (X, - Y), (-X, - Y), (0, R,) 
where X > 0, Y > 0, R m > 0. We assume that P2, P3 are paired first ring electrons and are 
located maximally from P,, that is, from Table 1, at a distance of 3720 units each. Let P4, the 
second ring electron, be at its maximal distance R, from P,. Then the total energy equation of 
Fig. 1. 
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the configuration is 
-(325.977)10-4 = (4.80286)2 - & - R3- + l”12* 
m (1 + a)(2X)‘+” 
+ [x2 + (Rf +Y)2]"2 
1 
(6-l) 
Since, by choice, P2 and P3 are not symmetrical about P,, we cannot use the (Y from Table 2, 
and, instead use the (Y determined by (5.4) with D = 2X. 
Observing that 
X2 + Y2 = 37202, (6.2) 
one now rewrites (6.1) as 
(1 .9975699)10-4 = - $ + 
1o12* 
m (1 + a)2r+*(37202 - Y2)(‘+a)‘2 
2 
-L 
(R2, + 2YR, + 37202)1’2 * 
Since R, is maximal, (6.3) implies 
1o12*y 2Rln 
2’+“(37202 - Y2)(3+a)‘2 - (RZ, + 2YR, + 37202)3’2 = ” 
Next, (6.3) and (6.4) are rewritten, equivalently, as 
- (1.9975699)10-r - F 
m 
(1000)10’2~ 2000 
+ (1 + a)2i+*(37202 - Y2)(1+a)‘2 + (RZ, + 2YR, + 37202)“2 =” 
1012”Y 2R,(37202 - Y2)(2+u)‘2 
2’+*(37202 - Y2)“2 - (RZ, + 2YR, + 37202)3’2 =” 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
The solution of system (5.4), (6.5), (6.6) by Newton’s method is 
R, = 31786.2, Y = 113.7, OL = 0.030833. (6.7) 
The average second ring radius is, then -R = +R m = 15 893, or 1.5893 A, which is recorded in 
Table 3 and compares well with the quantum mechanical estimate 1.586 A. For the interested 
reader, the FORTRAN program used is given in Appendix I of [2]. 
For beryllium, consider the electron configuration shown in Fig. 2. The inner electrons P2, P3 
are placed at (2760, 0), (- 2760, 0), respectively, and by Table 2 are paired with exponent 
(Y, = 0.03247. The second ring electrons P4, P, are placed, respectively, at (0, R,), (0, -R,), 
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I 
P (0,~am> 
5 
Fig. 2. 
where R, is maximal, and are paired with exponent CY, determined from (5.3). No other electron 
interactions are paired. The energy equation for the configuration is then 
- (639.421)10-4 = (4.80286)* - & - + + 
i 
1012’0.03247’ 
m (1.03247)(5520)‘.03247 
or, equivalently, 
12a2 4 
+ (1 
10 
+ CY~)(~R,,,)‘+~’ +( RZ, + 27602)“2 
(1.9873874)10-l - F + 
(1000)10’*“~ 
(1 + CY~)(~R,,,)‘+~~ +( 
4000 = 0 
RZ, + 2760*)“* ’ m 
(6.8) 
The solution of (5.3) and (6.8), by Newton’sOmethod, is R, = 20 308.2, a2 = 0.00000741, so that 
the average radius is R = 10 154, or, 1.0154 A. This, and the quantum mechanical estimate 1.040 
A are recorded in Table 3. 
For boron, the configuration pattern used was that in Fig. 3. Here, P2 and P3 are paired, by 
Table 2, with exponent (Y, = 0.02850, while P4 and Ps are paired with exponent a2 determined 
from (5.4) with D = 2X. No other electron interactions are paired. In addition, we assume that 
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I 
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p+x,o,-Z) 
Fig. 3. 
P4, P,, and P6 are located maximally from P, at a distance R 
X*+Z*=RZ,. 
The resulting energy equation is 
r 
Ill? so that 
- (1074.89)10-4 = (4.80286)2 - $$ - g + 
i 
m (1 .02850)(4400)“02850 
4 2 
+ (x2 + 22002 + Z*)“* + (RZ, + 22002)1’2 
+ (1 
10’2”’ 
+ CX2)(2X)ltaz + (xlt(R;+Z)2j”2 1 ’ 
or, equivalently, 
- (4.967004)10-* = - F + 600 
m (RZ, + 22002)1’2 
+ (1 
(100)10’2”~ 141.42135 
+ (y2)21+%( RZ, _ Z*)(‘+a’)‘2 + (RZ, + R,Z)“* * 
Since R, is maximal, (6.10) implies 
(100)10’2a’z 
21+ch( R2, _ Z’)“’ - 
(70.71068)R,( RZ, - Z2)(2+a’)‘2 
(RZ, + R,Z)3’2 
= . 
o 
(6.9) 
(6.11) 
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By Newton’s method, the solution of (5.4) (6.10), (6.11) js R, = 14712.3, Z = 7216.1, (Y* = 
0.002718, so that the average radius is R = 7356, or 0.7356 A. This and the quantum mechanical 
estimate 0.771 A are recorded in Table 3. The FORTRAN program is available in Appendix II 
or Greenspan [2]. 
7. Carbon 
We turn now to the analysis for carbon, in which the second ring electrons are noncoplanar. 
Consider, then, the electron configuration shown in Fig. 4. The inner electrons Pz, P3 are set at 
( - 1287, 1287, 0) and (1287, - 1287, 0), respectively, and by Table 2, are paired with (pi = 0.02900, 
since they are collinear with the nucleus and are 3640 units apart. Second ring electrons P4, Ps, 
located at (0, Y, -Z,), (0, - Y, -Z,), respectively, are paired with exponent (Ye determined 
from (5.4) with D = 2Y. Second ring electrons P6, P, are located, respectively, at (-X, 0, Z,), 
Fig. 4. 
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(X, 0, Z,), respectively, and are unpaired. No other electrons are paired. In addition, we assume 
that X>O, Y>O, Z,>O, Z,>O, and 
X2 + Z; = RZ, (7.1) 
Y*+Z;=RZ,, (7.4 
where R, is a single maximal distance for each second ring electron to the nucleus. 
The resulting energy equation is 
- (1650.189)10-4 
- & - g + 
1012(0.02900) 
m 1.02900( 3640)1’02900 
+ 
2 2 + 
(1287* + (Y - 1287)* + Z$‘* 
2 
+ -!- 
((X - 1287)* + 1287* + Z;)1’2 ((X+ 1287)* + 1287* + Z;)i’* 
1 
12.3, 
+ (1 
10 
+ 
4 1 
+ a2)(2Y)1+az (x2 + Y2 + (z, + zl)2)1’2 +2x’ I 
(1287* + (Y + 1287)* + Z;)“* 
2 
which, with the aid of (7.1) and (7.2) reduces to 
0.1029386 - R 
2400 + (loo)lo’*“~ 
m (1 + a2)2i+azyi+% + (R’, :;;)“* 
200 
+ (2(1287)* + :::4Y + R2,j1’* + (2(1287)* - 2574Y + R;)“* 
+ 
200 
(RZ, + 2(1287)* - 2574( R2, - Zf)1’2j1’2 
+ 
200 282.84271 
(RZ, + 2(1287)* + 2574( R2, - Z:)1’2j”2 + 
= 
(R2, + Z,( R2, - Y2)“2j1’2 
0. 
(7.3) 
Since R, is maximal, (7.3) implies 
10’2% 2574Y 2574Y - 
21+n, _yl+c+ - 
(2(1287)* + 2574Y + R;)3’2 + (2(1287)* - 2574Y + R’,)“* 
1.4142135ZlY2 
+ (RZ,- Y*)“*( RZ, + Z,( R2, _ Y*)“*j3’* = ” 
(74 
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5oz, (2574OO)Z,( RZ, - Z;)“’ 
(RZ,-Z:)1’2 - (RZ, + 2(1287)* - 2574( RZ, - Z:)1’2)3’2 
+ 
(257400)( R2, - Z;)*‘2Z, 
(R2, + 2(1287)2 + 2574( R2, - Z;)1’2)3’2 
- (141.42135)( RZ, - Y’)i”( R2, - Z:) = o. 
(R2, + z,( R2, - Y2)1’2)3’2 
(7.5) 
The solution by Newton’s method of (5.4), (7.3), (7.4), (7.5) is R, = 11862.9, Y = 9716.0, 
Z, = 7193.3, 01~ = 0.010353, so that the average radius R is 5932, or 0.5932 A. This and the 
quantum mechanical estimate 0.608 A are recorded in Table 3. The FORTRAN program is 
available in Appendix III of Greenspan [2]. 
P4(0,Y,-z) 
Fig. 5. 
X 
3) ; 
I 
/ 
P5(0,-Y,-Z) 
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From the computational point of view, the solution of the four equations above is much more 
difficult than for the smaller systems discussed in previous sections. Various initial guesses to 
initiate the Newtonian iteration led to either divergence or negative square root aborts. When a 
reasonable guess for initial iterates’was found, the iteration to convergence took over 16 000 
steps, whereas in previous cases only 2-15 iterations sufficed. 
8. Nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine and neon 
We summarize now electron configuration patterns, energy equations, and average second ring 
radii calculations for nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, and neon. The electron patterns chosen are more 
simplistic than that for carbon in that they do not allow the energy equation to have more than 
one variable in addition to R,. The details of the calculations are entirely analogous to those of 
previous sections and FORTRAN programs are available in Appendices IV and V of Greenspan 
PI. 
For nitrogen, consider the electron configuration pattern shown in Fig. 5. We assume that Pz, 
P3 are paired, as are P4, P,. No other electrons are paired. For simplicity, we assume that 
Y2 + Z2 = RZ,. 
Fig. 6. 
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The energy equation is then equivalent to 
(1.8558295)10-r - 302;7359 + 200 
m (2(1103)* - 2206Y + Rz,)r’* 
+ (2(1103)* + :::6Y + Rz,)1’2 + (2(1103)* + 2:R, + Rz,)r’* 
+ (2(1103)2 - 
200 
2206R, + R2,)1’2 + j2(l103;“: R2,)r’* 
(100)10’*“2 ’ 
+ (1 + (Y2)2r+azyr+Qz + 
141.42135 
(R;+R,(R2,- y2)“2)“2 =O. 
Differentiating this equation termwise and setting dR,/dY = 0 yields another equation to be 
satisfied. The solution of the resulting system is R, 
which it follows that the average radius is 0.4946 .k 
= 9892.7, Y = 8673.1, a2 = 0.010320, from 
For oxygen the configuration pattern chosen is that shown in Fig. 6, with X2 + Y* = R$. The 
Pg(-O.S660254Y,-jY,Z) 
. 
/I-- - _ 
1 I -_ 
’ I , f3> - - I 
I 
I 
P&TO,Y,4) 
/ 
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/ 
/’ 
/ plOcJ,-Rm’O) 
I 
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_- J 
-4 * I’ / / I 
L -3;. ,I 1 
* .‘r 
1 I 
p3(oeos-1200) 4 
P6(0.8660254Y,-;Y,-Z) 
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paired electrons are Pz - P3, P4 - Ps, P6 - P,. The energy equation is equivalent to 
0.30106007 - 408;3145 + R ‘“;,,, + R 
m m Ill 
2+o;360 
800 200(10’*“2) 100 
RZ, + 136O*)t’* + (1 + (y2)(2)1+u2Y1+a, + (R’, _ Y*)r’* = ‘. 
The resulting system has the solution R, = 8397.6, Y = 6366.7, a2 = 0.0248733, so that the 
average radius is 0.4199 A. 
For fluorine, the electron configuration pattern chosen is shown in Fig. 7 with Y* + Z* = Rf,,. 
The paired electrons are P2 - P3, P4 - Ps, P6 - P,, Ps - Pg. The energy equation is equivalent to 
0.45748505 600 600 - 6$) + 
m (Ri + 24002 + 1200*)“* + (R;- 24002 + 12002)1’2 
200 
+( 
300(10’*“~) 346.41015 600 
RZ, + 12OO*)t’* + (1 + CY2)(21+az)Z1+a2 + (R2, _ Z*)l’* + (3Rz, + Z*)l’* 
141.42135 
+ + 
400 
(R; + R,(R2,_Z*)1’2)1’2 (ZRk- R,(Rf,, - z2)1'2)1'2 ='* 
z 
P8(4,4,Z) 
I 
P6(x,-xq) 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
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’ I 
/ I 
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,’ P2(0,0,1080) /I ; / / / I 
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The system which results has the solution R, = 
average radius is 0.3575 A,. 
7149.3. 2 = 4943.2, CQ = 0.029388, so that the 
For neon, the configuration pattern chosen is shown in Fig. 8, with the assumption that 
2X2 + Z* = R2,. The paired electrons are P2 - P3, P4 - P5, P6 - P,, P, - Pg, P,, - P,,. The 
energy equation is equivalent to 
0.66218187 - F + 
800 800 
m (R2, - 21602 + 1080*)“* +( R2, + 21602 + 1080*)“* 
+ (1 
400(10)‘*“’ 765.68542 565.68542 = o 
+ Cx*)(2”“2 )Zlfaz + (RZ, _ Z2)‘/* + (R; + Z*)“* ’ 
The system which results has the solution R, = 6321.0, Z = 3975.2, I-Y* = 0.030689, so that the 
average radius is 0.3161 .k 
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